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- Gardening is work, and it can sometimes be hard work. But there are tools we can use to help us. (Review and explain what tools are available to you.)

- Even though gardening can be hard work, if we keep at it, we can benefit from it, and help others. What will happen if we don’t keep working in our garden?

- Remember the Bible says, “The person who works his land will have plenty of food. But the one who chases useless dreams instead will end up very poor.” Proverbs 28:19

God’s Word: “Using the Scriptures, the person who serves God will be ready and will have everything he needs to do every good work.” 2 Timothy 3: 17

*Just like garden tools help us garden, there are also tools that help us in our faith. For example, the Bible and prayer are both great tools that can help us grow.

*When we read the Bible and pray, we are helping our faith in God grow. What happens when we neglect using these tools?

Activity: Activity Card Ls. 6 (Materials – crayons or colored pencils)
Garden work: Practice using the tools you have available.
Activity Card Ls. 6

| “The person who works his land will have plenty of food. But the one who chases useless dreams instead will end up very poor.” | “Using the Scriptures, the person who serves God will be ready and will have everything he needs to do every good work.” |
| Proverbs 28:19 | 2 Timothy 3:17 |
| Draw some gardening tools here. | Draw some faith tools here. |